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Symposium on 18th May
For those who have signed up for the Symposium, please arrive at 12.00pm for
registration, lucky draw and fellowship. The Symposium will start at 1.00pm
sharp at the Auditorium, Tampines West Community Club, 5 Tampines Ave 3,
S529705.
th

44 Annual General Meeting on 18 May

Notice of the Annual General Meeting (AGM) was circulated to all members on
18th April 2022. AGM will start at 5.00pm after the Symposium ends, to be held
at the same venue.

------------------------------------------------------------

Marsiling Park

Recitation of William Henley’s poetry ‘Invictus’ by
Morgan Freeman (1 min 44 seconds), a poem that
inspired Nelson Mandela.
Watch the above on YouTube and discuss at Bucky
Chat.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Uc9wS3DOPo
With its lush greenery and peaceful ambience, the park features
activity areas and amenities for visitors of all ages. Visitors can
enjoy the view of the picturesque pond from the viewing tower or
the boardwalks. Nature-lovers will appreciate the butterflyattracting plants and educational interpretive boards around the
playground, as well as the enhanced mangrove habitat along the
western edge of the park. – nparks.gov.sg, extract.

Date:
20 May Friday
Time:
4pm to 5pm
Zoom ID:
838 5831 2367
Passcode:
123123
Facilitator:
Quek Joo Hock
-----------------------------------------------Visit to the ArtScience
Date:
15 May Sunday
Museum on 10 April. In this
Time:
4.00 pm
exhibition Bucky plotted a
Meet at: Marsiling MRT. Exit D
new way to combine design
Facilitator: Julie Lim
and science with the
For SACE members only. Members who are interested to join,
revolutionary potential to
please email secretariat@sace.org.sg
change the world.
-----------------------------------Ramble at Fort Canning Park on 17 April

The visit was
facilitated by Joo
Hock. He shared
a few ‘games’ to
intrigue and
engage
participants with
Fuller’s perspectives of a Generalized Principle
operating in Universe, PRECESSION found in the
Tensegrity structure ‘game’.
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For registration of courses, go to https://www.sace.org.sg/course-schedule/
Volunteers’ Team Building Cruise
Courses In May and June available for registration.
31 March to 4 April on board of
Register early to avoid disappointment.
Quantum of the Sea - Royal Caribean
Using the age-old mindfulness process of practice-study-serve,
the team of eight spent 3 out of 4 mornings in a dedicated
training room on board the cruise for some deep sharing and
honest reflection. Team members shared their life-story
journey, highlighting the essence of their best self (head, heart,
habits) and their best work and contribution since joining SACE.
We make agreements to be impeccable with our word, not to
take anything personally, not make assumptions and to always
do our best. We connected with each other not just during the
workshop activities but also at meals, games and
entertainment sessions. With frequent eating, we learnt how to
find balance using deep breathing and fast walking. We
meditated on the wheel of awareness to see what emerges
from our rim and hub. The focus of attention, using our eight
senses, helps us to presence kindness and compassion from the
very core of inner being. Sherry Teo was the director in charge
of our team building cruise, and President Adrian Teo
facilitated the team attachment sessions.

------------------------------------------“The longest road you will ever walk is the sacred journey from
your head to your heart” – Phil Lane, a Native American
teacher.
-------------------------------------------

